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Abstract. Sensory adaptation and oculomotor inhibition of return (IOR) have been extensively modeled using a one-
dimensional dynamic neural field (DNF) model of the superior colliculus (SC). However, a great deal of paradigms 
are incapable of being simulated in a single dimension, limiting the generality of previous implementations. Here, we 
expand on previous work by implementing the inhibitory cueing mechanisms underlying IOR in a two-dimensional 
DNF. With such a model, we were able to reproduce the results reported in our previous work, validating the use of 
two-dimensional DNF models in future theoretical investigations. We discuss a number of new findings in the 
literature that should be simulated in two dimensions to further our understanding of inhibitory cueing mechanisms 
and saccade dynamics, such as the center of gravity effect of IOR. 
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1 Introduction 

Inhibition of return (IOR), typically explored in the Posner cueing paradigm (see Fig. 1), is a robust cognitive 
phenomenon whereby responses are slower to targets at previously cued locations when the time interval between the 
onset of the two stimuli (cue target onset asynchrony; CTOA) is longer than about 200 ms [1,2]. When the time interval 
between cue and target appearance is shorter, then responses are faster to targets at the same location as the cue 
(behavioral facilitation) [2]. Monkey neurophysiological studies of the superior colliculus (SC) have demonstrated that 
this later facilitatory effect is the result of cue-elicited activity that remains at the time of target appearance – leading to 
neurons reaching threshold and activating saccades more quickly than neurons that have not been previously stimulated 
[3]. Once cue-elicited activity has decayed, then a process of input attenuation, or sensory adaptation, leads to reduced 
target-elicited inputs at previously cued locations such that cued neurons take longer to reach threshold and generate 
saccades, at least when the CTOA is less than about 600 ms [3,4]. Behavioral studies have also demonstrated that 
beyond 600 ms CTOAs, cued responses are still inhibited, although it is not likely that sensory adaptation is responsible 
for this inhibition since the process is thought to have ended by this time [5,6]. Thus, it has been proposed that direct 
inhibition at neurons representing cued locations in the SC is responsible for inhibitory cueing effects at these longer 
CTOAs [6]. This has been termed 'oculomotor', or 'true', IOR, since it harkens back to Posner’s original definition of 
IOR [1] that allows for a long term mechanism of inhibition to facilitate foraging behavior and novelty seeking [7]. 

 Previous modeling work has implemented these inhibitory cueing mechanisms using one-dimensional dynamic 
neural fields (DNFs) representing horizontal slices of the SC [8,9,10,11,12]. However, such work fails to capture the 
two-dimensional nature of the SC and the visual world it represents. Here, we have implemented the inhibitory cueing 
mechanisms identified above – namely, sensory adaptation and direct inhibition – using a two-dimensional DNF that 
successfully reproduces previous simulation results [8,12]. 
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Fig. 1. Illustration of the simulated experimental design. Participants begin trials by fixating a central location, ignore the onset of a 
peripheral visual cue, then saccade to the target location after a variable cue-target onset asynchrony (CTOA). 

 

2 Method 

2.1      Experimental design 

The experimental protocol simulated here is a traditional spatial cueing paradigm (see Fig. 1). Participants begin trials 
by fixating a central cross. After a short fixation period, a peripheral cue appears on either the left or right side as a 
thickening of the landmark box. The cue is non-predictive of the upcoming target location and participants are 
instructed to ignore it and continue fixating the central location. The cue then disappears and, after a variable CTOA, 
the target appears as a symbol in one of the two peripheral landmark boxes. Participants are instructed to make a 
saccade to the location of the final target as quickly and accurately as possible. Eye position is continuously monitored 
using eye tracking equipment. If participants make any incorrect eye movements during a trial, then that trial is 
discarded and the trial type is reinserted into the trial list in a random position. 

2.2      Model dynamics 

As in previous work, the model implemented here represents the intermediate layer of the SC, a midbrain structure that 
receives converging inputs from a multitude of other brain areas [13]. Each node in the network represents a cluster of 
neurons with similar response properties. DNF models are characterized by short distance excitation and long distance 
inhibition and describe the time evolution of a continuous feature representation within the map [14,15]. The internal 
state of nodes in the network evolve over time according to: 

  
                  (1) 

 

where τ is a time constant and u(x, y, t) describes the field activity at time t and locations (x, y), while I(x, y, t)ext denotes 
the external input to the field. The firing rate of a node at a location, r(x, y, t), is monotonically related to the internal 
state of nodes in the network, with slope β and threshold u, according to: 

 
(2) 

 

 In our simulations, τ = 30,  β = 0.08, and u = 0.2, while the external input, I(x, y, t)ext, was manipulated to match 
our behavioral experimental protocol (see below). The weight matrix, w, is a shifted Gaussian that represents the 
connection strength between nodes at different locations, with C = 0.2, and  sigma = pi/5 in periodic space: 
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                                                            (3) 

 
 
 Gaussian inputs were presented to the field at times and locations appropriate for simulating the experimental 
paradigm described above. During fixation, a sustained input was presented at the center of the field with a strength of 
30 units. When cues and targets appeared, transient inputs of strength 60 were input to the field, centered on the 
appropriate nodes, after a delay of 70 ms to simulate early sensory processing delays along the retinotectal pathway 
[13]. An endogenous 'move' signal intended to trigger a voluntary saccade was also presented 120 ms after target onset 
(representing additional cortical processing delays) [13]. In order to implement sensory adaptation, the strength of 
target-elicited inputs at locations that had been previously cued were reduced by an amount based on the time since 
previous stimulation [8], [12]. Direct inhibition was also implemented as in previous work [12] as a negative input with 
a strength of 0.75 centered on the cued location, beginning 600 ms after cue onset.  

3 Results 

Saccadic response times (SRTs) were calculated as the difference between the time of target onset and the time when 
any node reached 80% of its maximal firing rate. IOR was calculated as the difference between cued and uncued SRTs. 
Simulated node activity and corresponding behavioral IOR effects (cued SRT - uncued SRT) are presented in Fig. 2. 
These results were very similar to those obtained with a one-dimensional model [8], [12] – again reproducing both the 
SRT behavior and the neurodynamics of monkeys performing a similar experimental design.  

 

 

Fig. 2. Simulated node activity over time. Time starts with the onset of the cue and target onset occurs after a variable cue-target 
onset asynchrony (CTOA) of 50, 250, 750, or 1000 ms. Exogenous inputs elicited by these stimuli arise in the network 70 ms after 
their visual onsets, and an endogenous move signal (signaling that a saccade should be made to the target location) arises 120 ms 
after target onset. IOR scores represent the difference in reaction time across conditions (cued minus uncued reaction times). 
 

 Fig. 2 illustrates the activity of cued and uncued nodes over time, providing a visualization of the effects of 
interest. In particular, note that at the shortest CTOA, cue-elicited activity has not yet decayed at the time of target 
onset, causing cued nodes to reach threshold faster than uncued nodes, facilitating behavioral responses (4 ms faster for 

IOR = -4 ms IOR = 28 ms 

IOR = 13 ms IOR = 13 ms 
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cued targets). At a CTOA of 250 ms, when sensory adaptation is maximal [8], IOR is also strongest (28 ms slower for 
cued targets). This is due to the target-elicited input being reduced for cued targets, leading to a longer build up time 
before reaching threshold. At CTOAs longer than 600 ms, both cue-elicited activity and sensory adaptation have 
dispersed, but baseline activity at the cued location is reduced. This direct inhibition results in a longer build up time for 
cued targets, again resulting in inhibited responses to targets (13 ms slower for cued targets).  

4 Discussion 

This work has demonstrated that previous results implementing sensory adaptation [8] and direct inhibition [12] in one 
dimension are reproducible with a two-dimensional representation of the model. This enhancement to the model was 
made possible by enhancements in the computational power of personal computers in the past few years, as well  as 
through enhanced development of the model's code. Although the one-dimensional model successfully reproduced a 
number of behavioral results, the generalizability and neurobiological plausibility of such a model was limited.   

 The next step in this program of research is to implement features that would only be possible in two 
dimensions. First of all, a gradient should be added to the sensory adaptation mechanism, which currently operates only 
on the stimulated node itself. Furthermore, although the direct inhibition mechanism does already have a gradient due to 
the nature of the input signal, simulations should be conducted to investigate how well the current inhibitory gradient 
aligns with established behavioral results [16]. That is, behavioral results have shown that the oculomotor IOR effect is 
not limited to the exact location of previous stimulation – there is a reduced effect at nearby locations surrounding the 
cued location [16].  

 One experimental finding that will benefit from a two-dimensional implementation is the interference of IOR 
on saccade averaging. A number of results have demonstrated that, for example, when participants are told to saccade to 
one of two closely located target locations, saccades tend to land in between the two locations [17]. Previous modeling 
work [8], [11] has simulated these effects in one dimension, but results were inconclusive – reproducing the simulations 
with a two dimensional model could prove very insightful. Another finding that should be explored in two-dimensional 
models is the “center-of-gravity” effect of IOR. Recent work by Klein and colleagues [18, 19] have repeatedly 
demonstrated that, when multiple cues are presented, IOR effects are generated at the center-of-gravity of these cues, 
rather than being localized at each individual cued location. This finding cannot be convincingly simulated using a one-
dimensional model. 

 In conclusion, the present work shows that the sensory adaption and direct inhibition theory of oculomotor 
inhibition of return still holds when using a two-dimensional DNF model of the SC and makes a number of suggestions 
for further simulations of the spatial orienting paradigm using a two-dimensional model.    
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